
 

EXECUTIVE DIALOGUE REVIEW 

SESSION TITLE:   

Jevons' Boomerang: Is the rebound effect real? If so, is the effect negative or positive? 

  

SPEAKER SUMMARIES:  
Susan Tierney, Managing Principal, Analysis Group 

• Susan Tierney moderated the conversation, steering the panelists to discuss the existence of Jevon’s 
paradox and if rebound effects from energy efficiency was positive or negative 

 
Dr. Robin Roy, Director, Building Energy and Clean Energy Strategy, Natural Resources Defense Council 

• Dr. Robin Roy remarked that Jevon’s paradox, while a consideration in policy was not a source of 
contention, seeing the effects of increased energy efficiency and rebound as largely positive. In regard to 
the effects of reduced energy use, “We will find ways to use energy to do all sorts of wonderful things.” 

 
Larry Dale, Energy Efficiency Standards Group, Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory 

• Dr. Larry Dale descibed the deep analytics that he and his team at the Lawrence Berkely National Lab 
were using to understand the cost/benefit relationship of energy efficiency and its direct effects on 
consumer behaviour.  

 
Joseph J. Romm 

 Mr. Romm, discussed his views on game changing technologies, energy efficiency, and the constantly 
changing landscape of energy use.  

 

SESSION WRAP-UP 

In the mid-19th century, William Stanley Jevon postulated that technological advancements that 

increased energy efficiency increased the consumption of the very resource being conserved and became known 

as Jevon’s Paradox. The postulate goes that, a consumer having saved energy through energy efficiency will use 

that savings to either use that product more, or purchase another product and therefore negate the original 

energy use reduction. 

Panelist, Dr. Larry Dale, described the transference of energy savings into increased use as direct effects 

of Jevon’s paradox while the purchase of more energy using products as indirect effects. At the core of the 

conversation however was if Jevon’s paradox and the characteristic rebound effect of a reduction of energy use 

was in fact real or just simply an interesting thought experiment. The panelists spent some time discussing the 

uses of varying products, jovially pointing out interesting point and counter-point in rapid succession. Dr. Robert 

Roy discussed the necessity of energy efficiency programs and products that, “Meet energy needs, not just 

energy use.” Dr. Larry Dale, described the need to use deep analytical methods to understand the complex 

cost/benefit relationships around energy efficiency and increased consumption. Joseph Romm, described how 

energy efficiency and disruptive technologies change the way we use energy including the internet, siting the 

reduction of miles driven by millennials and the ability for many to work from home. 

The panelists continued the conversation by turning to emerging markets to discuss patterns of energy 

use in the global market. Steve Cowell remarked, “No one uses energy for the sake of using energy.”, to describe 

the use of his own car, but to also relate the concept to development. Dr. Robin Roy agreed, discussing the will of 

emerging markets to use energy in similar ways to developed nations.  



 

EXECUTIVE DIALOGUE REVIEW 

At one point, Dr. Robin Roy asked the room if there were audience members in attendance that were 

actively working on a rebound effect based policy or thought leadership piece which he guessed that less than 5% 

were after counting raised hands. Using this, Dr. Robin Roy described that rebound effects were largely 

dependent on “…specific appliances, or the specific policy.” Joseph Romm stated, “ My guess, is that at the end of 

the day there is not a very large rebound effect.” 

In summary, the panelists agreed that the effects of a rebound effect related to energy efficiency are 

dependent on the specific application, policy, and energy ecosystem in which a product exists and that those 

effects were likely to be small. Dr. Larry Dale, noted that decreases in energy costs for a refrigerator for instance 

are not likely to increase the use of that refrigerator. The message of the panel constantly came back to, rebound 

effects are largely positive and minimal, benefitting the economy and consumers.   

 

ACTION ITEMS & TAKEAWAYS 

 Rebound effects are positive and minimal 

 Energy efficiency is improving the way we use energy and products, but rebound externalities must be 

watched 

 Energy efficiency is growing and energy use is decreasing despite Jevon’s paradox 


